
BAL BHARATI PUBLIC SCHOOL, DWARKA 
 

POSHAK SHOW: REGIONAL ATTIRE of SIKKIM- July 31, 2021 
To explore more about attires of Sikkim, a virtual Poshak Show was organized for 
the students of Class VI. All the attires were made from materials/cloths available 
at home. 

 
CELEBRATION OF READING WEEK (JUNE 19 TO 25,2021) 
For classes VI to IX a ‘Celebration of Reading Week’ was organized, as announced 
by CBSE. During this intensive campaign, focused activities were planned to 
promote reading and related activities- 
-Letter to my favourite character - VI 
- Power of a Blurb - VIII 
- Create a reading nook and read your favourite book to discuss in your class - IX 

 
LANGUAGE PLAYDATE (JULY 5 TO 9, 2021) 
Learning another language is not only learning different words for the same 
things but learning another way to think about things. It is rightly said that we 
tend to look through language and do not realize how much power language 
has! Hence, to reiterate this power of learning, the school organized ‘Language 
Playdate!’ by conducting a plethora of activities mentioned below. 

 
S.N 
o 

DATE CLAS 
S 

ACTIVITY SUBJECT 
INTEGRATI 
ON 

TEACHER IN 
CHARGE 

1 05.07.21 VI ‘WORLD 
TRAVELLER’ 
Students planned 
their ownvacation 
and prepared a travel 
brochure along with 
an itinerary for a trip 
to their favourite 
place in the form of a 
brochure. 

Geography, 
History, 
English 

Ms. Neerja 
Marwah 

2 06.07.21 VII ‘LAUREATES’ 
Students prepared 
digital posters on a 
renowned scientific 
figure of their 
choice, from 
Delhi/Sikkim, 

English, 
History, 
Science 

Ms. Nandita Nath 



   highlighting their 
achievements. 

  

3 07.07.21 VIII ‘A CHARACTER 
WALK’ 
Students prepared a 
role play on the 
major characters 
from the novels/ 
books of their choice. 
They also used props 
to enhance their 
performance. 

English, 
History, Art 

Ms. Kamalpreet 
Saini 

4 08.07.21 IX ‘TIME MACHINE’ 
Students enacted an 
interview with a 
historical figure to 
learn about 
significant events 
and timelines in 
history. 

English, 
History 

Ms. Shruti Abrol 

5 09.07.21 X ‘BREAKING NEWS!’ English, Social Ms. Rohini 
   A minds-on activity Science, Gautam 
   that provided an 

actual perspective on 
Mathematics  

   real world problems.   

   Students analyzed   

   the data on any   

   global issue and   

   present it in a   

   paragraph form   

   along   

   with a graphical   

   interpretation.   



 

MONTESSORI DEPARTMENT 
 

WATERMELON CRAFT- 14.06.21 
A day was dedicated to the pinkish, red fresh and green rind fruit ‘Watermelon’. This 
was a pretty and easy to make craft, which children thoroughly enjoyed. 

 
HAPPINESS ASSEMBLY AND CRAFT ACTIVITY- 16.06.21 
To help children experience more and more of positive feelings and emotions, 
‘Happiness Day’ was celebrated to make children enjoy the contentment of being 
happy. They were also told that feeling joyful has its health perks as well. A special 
assembly and smiley craft activity were conducted to enjoy happiness. 

 
MY SUPER DAD- 18.06.21 
The school celebrated Father’s Day virtually with enthusiasm. Tiny tots showcased 
their love and respect for their fathers and prepared Mojito drink for their loving Super 
Dad. 

 
YOGA SE HOGA (INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY)- 21.06.21 
Learning yoga at an early age can have good and enormous advantages on the general 
wellbeing as well as the prosperity of the students. To teach the same “YOGA SE HOGA” 
session was conducted on International Yoga Day. They were taught some deep 
breathing exercises along with good body posture. Laughter yoga was thoroughly 
enjoyed by the kids. 

 
MY MOM, MY WORLD- 23.06.21 
To show love and respect to their mothers, our enthusiastic tiny tots celebrated 
Mother’s Day with a fun filled craft activity wherein they made beautiful bouquet with 
origami flowers for their adorable mothers. A special assembly was also organized to 
honour the mothers. 
 
MANGO WEEK- 24-29.06.21 
The school celebrated and enjoyed Mango season through an interesting activity “Aam 
Ek Gun Anek”, which spilled over four days. Children spoke few lines about the yellow 
fruit and enjoyed a fun floor game wearing Mango head gears. They also indulged 
themselves in a sensorial activity of making ‘mango rasna juice'. 

 

BLOOMING ARTISTS- 01.07.21 
Blooming Artist activity was organised in which children pasted raindrop strings under 
a big cut-out of cloud. Children were able to practice their understanding of colour 
recognition, while working on language development. These hands-on activities 
expanded their imagination and creativity. Our tiny tots thoroughly enjoyed the 



activities. 
 

FROG HOP- 05.07.21 
To make children aware about the rainy season and to develop gross motor skills, frog 
hop activity was organised. They enjoyed hopping like frogs. Safety measures during 
rainy season were discussed. It was a delight watching our little froggies hopping and 
jumping around with their frog headgears. 

 
DIVE IN SUMMER- 12.07.21 
Watermelon is one of the most loved summer fruits. Popsicle made with watermelon 
is not only healthy but also a treat for our little ones. Keeping this in mind, `Dive in 
Summer’ activity was planned. Children made fresh and delicious watermelon 
popsicles with great zeal and excitement. 

 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
PRIMARY DEPARTMENT 

 

READING MONTH (JUNE 19. 2021 TO JULY 18. 2021) 
To inculcate the habit of reading amongst Primary students, the month of June – July 
was observed as the ‘Reading Month’. Various activities like character dramatization, 
twist the tale and many more were conducted for joyful reading experiences. 

 

TECHNO WEEK (JULY 1, 2021 TO JULY 8, 2021) 
Students of class 5 participated enthusiastically in Techno week celebrated from July 
01, 21 – July 08, 21. The Activities were as follows: 

 
Activity Software to be 

used 
Topic 

Poster Designing MS-Word (Size-A4) A Brand and Logo for an AI based 
Company 

Presentation 
(8-10 slides) 

MS-PowerPoint Exploring Nature through Camping 

Animated Story (2 
mins) 

Scratch Any famous Children Classic Tale 

Game Designing 
(Preferably multiple 
levels) 

Scratch Covid (Stop the spread) 

 

AMOLI WORKSHOP 
To prioritise the physical safety of our children, an informative and fun-loving session 
was organised for the students of classes 1 -3 by Amoli Trust. 

 



BAKERY WORKSHOP 
To break the monotony of the mundane routine, a bakery workshop was organised for 
the students of class 5, giving them an opportunity to bake some cakes under the 
guidance and expertise of Ms Hina Kapoor. 

 

INVESTITURE CEREMONY 
June 25, 2021 dawned as a momentous day for the primary students as the newly 
elected members of the junior student council were invested through a virtual 
assembly. 

 
COMEDY FESTIVAL (JUST FOR LAUGHS) 
In continuance of the project, ‘Humour in Classroom’, a special assembly was 
conducted just for laughs, wherein children recited and enacted comic poems to evoke 
humour and laughter. 

 

FATHER’S DAY – CLASSES 1 TO 5 – 21.06.2021 
To celebrate fathers and their indispensable impact and role in the lives of their little 
ones, Father’s Day was celebrated with zeal and enthusiasm through various activities. 

 
INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY - CLASSES 1 TO 5 – 21.06.2021 
Innumerable benefits of practising yoga were depicted through various activities while 
celebrating International Yoga Day. Though online but the excitement of the children 
of the primary department was palpable on screen. 

 
NATIONAL DOCTORS DAY – CLASSES 1 & 2 – 1.07.2021 
To honour and appreciate doctors worldwide, National Doctors Day was celebrated by 
the children of classes 1 & 2. They expressed their gratitude through handmade ‘Thank 
You’ cards. 
 

 DRIZZLE MUZZLE – CLASSES 1 & 2 – 16.07.2021 
Monsoon revives our souls and fills the surroundings with the beauty of fresh greenery. 
To acknowledge this blessed gift of God; students of classes 1 & 2 celebrated monsoon 
through the activity drizzle muzzle. 

 
  READING CAMP (JULY 17, 2021) 
To foster reading habits in our kids, Bal Bharati Public School in collaboration with 
Karadi Path Education Company hosted an online webinar for creating a fun language- 
learning environment for our early learners. Ms Rimpy Verma (resource person) 
emphasized on the importance of reading and engaged students in fun learning 
activities throughout the session. 

 
  TECHNO WEEK (JULY 1 TO 8, 2021) 
Students of Class 5 Participated enthusiastically in Techno week. The Activities were 



as follows: 
 

Activity Software to be 
used 

Topic 

Poster Designing MS-Word (Size-A4) A Brand and Logo for 
an AI based Company 

Presentation 
(8-10 slides) 

MS-PowerPoint Exploring Nature through 
Camping 

Animated Story (2 
mins) 

Scratch Any famous Children Classic 
Tale 

Game Designing 
(Preferably 
multiple levels) 

Scratch Covid (Stop the spread) 

 
  AI ACTIVITY (JULY 1, 2021) 
Students of class 5 enjoyed making underwater scene drawings using Auto draw-AI 
based drawing application. 

 

  INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY 
Students of class 5 have enjoyed participating in e-poster making activity to celebrate 
International Yoga Day. 
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